THE LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN STUDIES CENTER

LACS AT THE MOVIES

SPRING 2017

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9; 6PM
TEMPORADA DE PATOS (2004, MEXICO)
DISCUSSION LED BY XIMENA CARRILLO (HISTORY)

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23; 6PM
LA SOMBRA DEL CAUDILLO (1960, MEXICO)
DISCUSSION LED BY ZINNIA CAPO, HISTORY

THURSDAY, MARCH 23; 6PM
RELATOS SALVAJES (2014, ARGENTINA)
DISCUSSION LED BY EMMANUEL PARDO, HISTORY

THURSDAY, APRIL 13; 6PM
DOLARES DE ARENA (2014; DOMINICAN REPUBLIC)
DISCUSSION LED BY VALILE SURIEL, HISTORY

FILMS SHOWN IN ROOM N-320; SBS BUILDING

POPCORN AND REFRESHMENTS PROVIDED

For more information contact lacs@stonybrook.edu
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